
 
 
 

Beginner 
(First Time) 

Level 1 

-Listens to instructor 
-Learns snowboard instructors name 
-Becomes familiar with snowboard 
environment and equipment 

-On flat terrain, student 
develops an athletic stance and 
balance on snowboard 
-Puts on and takes off 
snowboard with help 

-Practices on flat terrain the 
one-footed learning skills 
that lead to making turns 
and riding lifts 
-Learn to ride magic carpet 

-Practices the two-footed 
learning skill that lead to 
getting from point A to B 
using both edges and 
stopping 

Advanced 
Beginner 

Level 2 

-Puts on and takes off snowboard 
-Practices on a gentle slope skill that 
leads to making turns and riding lifts 
-Skating, straight gliding, J-turns 

-Understand up hill and downhill 
-Rides lifts safely 
-Understand the fall line of slope 
-Two-footed directional riding 

-Connect C-turns to create 
the basic skidded turn, the S-
turn 
 

-Learns to control speed by 
turning and stopping 

Level 3 

-Learning the Skier’s Responsibility Code 
and Park Smart 
-Feels comfortable with C-turns 
-Able to come to controlled stop 

-Linking basic skidded turns on 
easy green terrain 
-Learning and practicing ollie’s 

-Introduction to more 
challenging terrain 

 

Intermediate 

Level 4 

-Demonstrates basic skidded turns 
-Has understanding of fall line and is 
able to read the fall line 

-Demonstrates the 
understanding of edge angles 
-Able to ride green terrain and 
easy blue terrain confidently 

-Shows correct alignment 
with shoulders, hips, knees, 
and ankles 
-Learning switch 

-Gives others on hill plenty of 
space 
-Can snowboard in control 
 

Level 5 

-Can ride across the hill momentum with 
a skidded or carver traverse 
-Able to pick up object 
-Making basic carved turns 

-Feels the difference of gripping 
or slipping down the hill 
-Snowboarding in control on 
blue runs with confidence 

-Understands the Skier’s 
Responsibility Code and Park 
Smart 

 

Level 6 

 -Skidded turns and carved turns all blue 
terrain and easy black terrain 
-Learning the varied terrain, snow 
conditions, and tactics in bumps 

-Introduction to switch riding 
-Dynamic movements and 
understand of Center of Mass 
-Dynamic skidded turn 

 -Using the extension of 
knees and hip joints and CM 
to initiate turns 
 

-Knows the Skier’s 
Responsibility Code and 
Smart Style 

Advanced 

Level 7 

-Dynamic skidded turns and basic carved 
turns on easy black runs 
-Confidence on varied terrain, snow 
conditions, and in bumps 

-Comfortable making small, 
medium, and large radius turns 
on all blues and some blacks 
-Intro to terrain park 

-Learning the ATML Model 
(Approach, Takeoff, Landing) 
-Comfortable riding switch 
down all green runs 

-Knows the Skier’s 
Responsibility Code and 
Smart Style 

Level 8 

-Confident making funnel turns on blue 
and black terrain 
-Able to ollie and nollie off of small 
natural features 

-Can make speed-check 
movements without initiating a 
turn 
-Understanding ATML Model 

-Medium terrain park 
-Comfortable riding switch 
down all green runs 

-Knows the Skier’s 
Responsibility Code and 
Smart Style 

Level 9 

-Demonstrates control with Dynamic 
Skidded and Carved turns in all 
conditions 
-Knows and understands ATML Model 

-Confident to move into the 
advance zone 
-Comfortable riding switch down 
all green runs 

Knows the Skier’s 
Responsibility Code and 
Smart Style 

 

 


